Abstract-The time course of perceptual mislocalization at the time of vertical saccades was compared with that reported previously for horizontal saccades. Despite the difference in the oculomotor system involved in generating these saccades with different directions, the time course of the perceptual mislocalization and that of the extraretinal eye position signal estimated on the basis of visual mislocalization were the same between vertical and horizontal saccades. The results are discussed in relation to the outflow theory of subtraction, and it is argued that there is a common neural center for producing extraretinal eye position signals for both vertical and horizontal saccades.
INTRODUCTION
When we change the direction of our gaze in the visual field, the stationary objects do not normally appear to move, in spite of the changed positions of their images on our retinas. This phenomenon is well known as "position constancy". A classical and most pervading explanation for this phenomenon is the subtraction theory that was suggested by Helmholtz (1866). The subtraction theory explains that the shift of visual images on the retina at the time of eye movements is canceled by an extraretinal eye position signal (EEPS), resulting in visual stability.
Many psychophysical experiments, however, have failed in showing visual stability at the time of a saccadic eye movement. In typical experiments, a visual target is flashed in the dark (Honda, 1989; Matin, Matin & Pearce, 1969; Matin, Matin & Pola, 1970) or on an illuminated background (Bischof & Kramer, 1968; Mateeff, 1978; O'Regan, 1984) when a subject makes a saccade, and the subject is asked to indicate the apparent position of the target. The results have been that the targets are seen at different positions from their actual positions; i.e. visual stability breaks down.
The detailed time course of visual mislocalization (visual instability) was recently reported by Honda (1990) who showed that when subjects made a horizontal saccade a visual target flashed immediately before or at the beginning of the saccade was mislocalized in the same direction as the saccade, whereas when the target was flashed at the end or immediately after the saccade the subjects mislocalized it in the opposite direction to the saccade. According to the subtraction theory, this finding suggests that the EEPS did not cancel the movement of the target's image on the retina, probably because the time course of the EEPS did not coincide with that of actual eye movement.
The present study was conducted to investigate the time courses of mislocalization and of EEPS at the time of vertical saccades. It should be noted that, in most studies reported so far, visual mislocalization has been investigated concerning horizontal saccades exclusively. However, horizontal and vertical saccades are generated via different oculomotor systems, and different extraocular muscles are involved in producing horizontal and vertical saccades. Several lines of evidence suggest that the paramedian pontine reticular formation (PPRF) in the brain stem is responsible for producing eye movements in the horizontal plane (Cohen & Henn, 1972; Cohen & Komatsuzaki, 1972; Keller, 1974) . Keller (1974) , for example, reported that most burst cells in the PPRF activated only when horizontal saccades were made. On the other hand, it is well known that cell activity in the
